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Get These 5 Best German Kabirski Jewelry Collection And Be
Inspired By Celebrities
Be Inspired By Celebrities Like Selena Gomez, Nicki Minaj, Chloe Bailey, Lady Gaga, Doja
Cat, Kylie Jenner, Billie Eilish, Megan Thee Stallion, Grimes and Cassie Wearing German
Kabirski Jewelry
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Wilmington, Delaware May 19, 2022 (Issuewire.com)  -  German Kabirski (germankabirski.com)
brand offers jewelry made by an auteur designer German Kabirski. His inspiration stems from the very
idea of creating without regard for traditional forms and styles. Kabirski’s “rugged” art throws away the
crutches of conventional production methods, it appears from air, clay, and seafoam.

German Kabirski from Dagestan has been making non-standard rings, bracelets, and earrings with
rough stones since 2016. He works mainly with 925 silver, rhodium, or gold plated with genuine stones,
such as rubies, sapphires, tourmalines, topaz, citrine, amethyst, aquamarine, etc. He also uses gold and
diamonds, sometimes in a very surprising combination with wood, fur, and bones. German Kabirski is
an accomplished jeweler who prefers to work in an extraordinary style that might be referred to as avant-
garde. He makes his inspirational designs, rendering ordinary shapes into marvelous stylistic models.

German Kabirski participates in all the major international jewelry fairs and exhibitions (London, New
York, Las Vegas, Tokyo, Munich, Bangkok, and Hong Kong). He always attracts visitors and colleagues
with outstanding booth décor and unique jewelry design. He won the first award for design and technical
realization at IJL International Jewelry London, UK (2009), Grand Prix of Junwex St.Peterburg Russia
(2010), and First Prix of JCK Las Vegas (2010).

There is something about the jewelry of German Kabirski that resonates with many celebrities as
well. Selena Gomez, Doja Cat, Chloe Bailey, Lady Gaga & Nicki Minaj are just some of the fans of
German Kabirski.

List of celebrities who wear German Kabirski.
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